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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

71020 
BRIXHAM (Timber Bollard)
This bollard comes in so many different options that 
no two orders are the same!  The timber species, 
size, top, side detail and ground fixing can all vary 
making it a truly unique piece of furniture.  Long 
lasting, good looking and adaptable, the Brixham 
continues to evolve to meet client requirements.

PRODUCT FEATURES
 - Available in 6 standard sizes (custom sizes available)
 - Choice of 5 top styles
 - Options for routered bands and reflective inserts
 - Hardwood/softwood options
 - Choice of 3 fixing options

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
 - Engraving

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES (These are guidelines  
only, and do not replace advice from qualif ied professionals)

 - Root-fix: 300x300x400mm excavation per bollard, approx. 300mm 
in the ground, backfilled to 50mm below ground level with standard 
postcrete, trowelled away for water runoff.

 - Bolt down: Use epoxy-fixed M12 (or similar) zinc-plated anchor bolts.
 - Removable: Use Oslo Ground Socket 92012

TOP STYLES, REFLECTIVE INSERT & ROUTERED BANDS

Flat 1-way 2-way 4-way Arched

71028
PERTH (Fingerpost)
The Perth fingerpost is a contemporary take on a  
classic product.  Its simplicity and elegance lines  
enhance any surroundings and the versatility of  
the design means that each project can have a  
distinctive identity.

 
PRODUCT FEATURES
-   Standard format 100x100x2800/3100mm post
-   Flat top
-   Fresh-sawn oak post, digitally printed aluminium fingers
-   Multiple finger arms

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
-   125x125mm or 150x150mm posts
-   Reclaimed tropical hardwood posts
-   Printed inserts
-   Engraved posts

-   300x300x700mm excavation  per  post, approx.
600mm  in  the  ground,  backfilled to  50mm  below  
ground  level  with  standard postcrete, trowelled away 
for water runoff. This is for 100x100mm posts, larger 
posts will require an increased excavation.
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